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Current models of laryngeal licensing allow as many laryngeal contrasts within a
syllable as there are segments, at least in principle. We show here that natural
languages are much more economical in their use of laryngeal contrasts than
segmental models would lead us to expect. Specifically, we show that voicing,
aspiration and glottalisation occur at most once per onset, nucleus or coda in a
given language, and that the order in which they are produced within onset, nu-
cleus and coda is never contrastive. To account for these restrictions, we propose
that laryngeal features are properties not of segments, but of the onsets, nuclei and
codas that dominate them.

Phonetic transcription allows us to put in square brackets many things
that languages do not actually make use of, such as aspirated glottal stops
[?H] or creaky-voice h [H]. It also allows us to posit unattested contrasts like
pre- vs. postglottalised nasals [8m] vs. [m8] or breathy-creaky vs. creaky-
breathy phonation [�E] vs. [A�] and to entertain what seem to be purely
orthographic distinctions like [pha] vs. [pHa]. We show here that natural
language does not use such refined distinctions, and that a restrictive
theory of laryngeal features treats them as properties of syllable margins
and nuclei, not as properties of individual consonants and vowels.
Following Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996: 2), our study focuses on the

elements ‘that are known to distinguish lexical items within a language’,
i.e. on laryngeal contrasts involving voicing, aspiration and glottalisation
that account for minimal pairs.1 The facts that we present here suggest

* We thank Kristján Árnason, G. A. Broadwell, Gene Buckley, Marika
Butskhrikidze, Ioana Chitoran, Anne Cutler, Steve Egesdal, Sean Fulop, Michael
Job, Peter Ladefoged, Ian Maddieson, Johanna Nichols, Martha Ratliff, Joe
Salmons, Ela Thurgood, Graham Thurgood, Ray Weitzman, Richard Wiese and
Richard Wright for their help. Thanks also to audiences at the Universities of
Düsseldorf and Marburg, HILP IV in Leiden and LSA in Los Angeles for useful
comments and discussion and to the editors, associate editor and reviewers of
Phonology for their careful input. None of them is responsible for infelicities and
inaccuracies.

1 Following much work in the area, we assume that tone is licensed prosodically as
well as autosegmental theory has shown (Odden 1995, Yip 1995 and references
therein). But tones can be licensed by individual moras, so that rising and falling
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that natural languages allow for at most a single unordered set of laryngeal
features per margin or nucleus, whatever the number of segments in that
domain. For this reason, we propose that :

(1) An onset, nucleus or coda has a single unordered set of laryngeal
features.

The idea that laryngeal features may characterise prosodic levels above the
segment is not new of course (Harris 1944, Firth 1948, 1957, Goldsmith
1990, Bagemihl 1991). What is novel is our claim that laryngeal features
only characterise prosodic levels above the segment; segments never
license these laryngeal features on their own. A number of predictions
follow from this claim that do not follow from segmental or subsegmental
accounts of laryngeal licensing. Specifically, we expect to find:

(2) a.

hp’

No conflicting laryngeal contrasts within a margin or nucleus

b. No pre/post contrasts within a margin or nucleus

h? hp? h? pht’ p’th
not margins in any languagei.

A“ä ä “A ha? ?ah Aï äI
not nuclei in any languageii.

hp
?p

ph
p’

hp
?p

ph
p?

pht
p’t

pth
pt’

no contrasts in margins in any languagei.

ä“a
A“a

a“ä
a“A

ha
?a

ah
a?

äi
Aa

aï
aA

no contrasts in nuclei in any languageii.

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

c. No segment/cluster contrasts within a margin or nucleus

ph
p’

ph
p?

pth
pt’

pth
pt?

no contrasts in margins in any languagei.

ä
A

ah
a?

äi
Ai

ahi
a?i

no contrasts in nuclei in any languageii.

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

We give a few examples of laryngealised onsets below to illustrate how our
prosodic treatment of laryngeal features models the restrictions in (2);
identical representations hold for laryngeal features in nuclei and codas,
where each nucleus and coda dominates a single laryngeal node that is
phonologically unordered with respect to any speech sounds (root nodes)

tones contrast within a nucleus. As we will see, this is not found with creaky and
breathy voice, even on long vowels and diphthongs, suggesting that moras and
rhymes license tone and register (Lin 1999), while onsets, nuclei and codas license
voicing, aspiration and glottalisation.
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in that nucleus or coda. We abbreviate featural representations here, to
focus on our claim that each onset (or nucleus or coda) has a single set of
laryngeal features:

(3)

Onset

Lar

a.

[spread]

[h]

Onset

Lar

b.

[spread]

Root

SL

[ph hp ph hp]

p

Onset

Lar

c.

[spread]

Root

SL

[phth pht pth hpt pth pht phth]

p

Root

SL

t

Laryngeal features licensed prosodically

The tree in (3a) shows what is traditionally treated as the laryngeal
segment [h], a simple onset with the laryngeal feature [spread] and no
supralaryngeal specifications, like the first sound in hat. If a simple onset
has a single laryngeal node, we rule out glottalised h [h8] and aspirated
glottal stop [?H], using feature co-occurrence restrictions against [spread]
and [constricted] familiar from previous work (e.g. Lombardi 1991,
1995b).
The tree in (3b) shows [spread] linked to an onset with a labial stop [p];

we intend no temporal ordering between the laryngeal node and the root
node that is its sister. According to our proposal in (1), this phonological
representation covers both aspirated stops [pH Hp] and clusters made up of
a stop+h [ph hp], since aspiration ([H]) and h ([h]) are indistinguishable
under our account, as both consist of a [spread] specification directly
linked to the onset. This models (2b) and (c) above: no language contrasts
pre- and postaspirated sounds (Hp vs. pH ; hp vs. ph), which are phono-
logically indistinguishable, however distinct they may be phonetically. No
language contrasts laryngealised segments and laryngeal clusters (Hp vs.
hp; pH vs. ph), because there is no distinct way of representing them
phonologically either.
(3c) shows [spread] with a complex onset [pt] : it differs from (3a) and

(3b) by successive addition of supralaryngeal articulations, but does
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not differ with respect to laryngeals. Given at most one set of laryngeal
features per onset, nucleus and coda, there is no way to multiply laryngeal
features in complex constituents by increasing the number of segments.
Thus (3c) represents not only [pHtH ptH], but also [phth], [pth] and a
number of other non-contrasting sounds. This models (2) for complex
constituents: no language allows for contrastive ordering or conflicting
laryngeal features in complex onsets, nuclei or codas. This rules out the
tautosyllabic laryngeal clusters [h?] and [?h], and does so without further
stipulation.

We may contrast this prosodic approach to a more traditional approach
in which each segment bears its own set of laryngeal features (e.g. Clements
1985, McCarthy 1988, Keyser & Stevens 1994):

(4)

Onset

Lar

a.

[spread]

[h]

Onset

Lar

b.

[spread]

Root

SL

[ph hp]

p

Root

c. [ph]

Onset

Lar

d.

[spread]

SL

[hp]

p

Root Root

Onset

Lar

[spread]

Root

SL

p

Root

Laryngeal features licensed segmentally

Segmental and prosodic licensing make identical predictions for pure
laryngeal sounds like [h] (4a) and for laryngealised sounds like [pH Hp] (4b).
Existing segmental models rule out glottalised h and aspirated glottal stop
with feature co-occurrence restrictions, and rule out pre- vs. postaspir-
ation contrasts by assuming that the laryngeal features within a segment
may not be contrastively ordered. But segmental models make markedly
different predictions for laryngeal clusters (4c, d). Segmental licensing of
laryngeal features is compatible with a three-way phonological contrast
among (4b–d), such that [pHat phat hpat] might constitute a minimal triple
in some language. The prosodic approach we propose here is not com-
patible with such a contrast.
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Segmental licensing makes markedly different predictions for complex
constituents of the type in (3c) as well : if every sound can host its own
laryngeal specification, segmental licensing allows tautosyllabic clusters
like [pHt˙a] or [p˙tHa], where adjacent consonants in an onset have con-
flicting laryngeal features:

(5)

a. [pht’]

Onset

Lar

b.

[spread]

SL

[p’th]

p

Root

Lar

[constr]

SL

t

Root

Onset

Lar

[spread]

SL

p

Root

Lar

[constr]

SL

t

Root

Unattested complex onsets

Such onsents do not seem to occur in the languages of the world.
Segmental licensing also allows three-way contrasts like the following,
where [pHtHa], [pHta] and [ptHa] constitute a minimal triple:

(6)

a. [phth]

Onset

Lar

[spread]

SL

p

Root

Lar

[spread]

SL

t

Root

b. [pht] c. [pth]

Onset

Lar SL

p

Root

[spread]

SL

t

Root

Onset

Lar SL

t

Root

[spread]

SL

p

Root

Unattested contrasts in complex onsets

Again, our prosodic approach is not compatible with such contrasts.
We note here at the outset that our results are not meant to argue for a

particular set of laryngeal features. We use [voice, spread, constricted]
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instead of e.g. [glottal tension, glottal width, glottal height] (Avery &
Idsardi 2001), but we expect that our claims will hold either way. In this
paper, we will focus on what licenses features rather than the set of
features so licensed.2

In what follows we motivate the general claim that the laryngeal con-
trasts found in languages do not increase with the segmental complexity
of the margin or nucleus: simple and complex margins and nuclei show
essentially the same range of laryngeal options (§1). We then substantiate
the three more specific claims in §§2–4, consider those languages that look
problematic for our proposals (§5) and end with theoretical implications of
our results (§6).

1 Complex margins and nuclei are laryngeally simple

Simple margins can have up to six distinct types of contrastive laryngeal
setting: plain, voiced, aspirated, breathy, ejective and implosive (Halle &
Stevens 1971, Ladefoged 1973, Lombardi 1991, Iverson & Salmons
1995). These can be analysed with three privative features, [spread],
[constricted] and [voice], and a co-occurrence restriction against the
antagonistic combination [spread, constricted]. The full range of six con-
trasts is found only with stops:3

0

Beja

Owerri Igbo

Zhu/’hõasi

!Xóõ

spread constr spread
voice

constr
voice

voice

t

t

k

ts

th

th

kh

tsh

?»t
t’

k’

ts’

d

d

g

dz

D ∑
D
gkh

dtsh

F

gk’

dts’

Table I
Languages with six laryngeal series of stops.

Sonorant consonants and vowels lack distinctive [voice] (Cho 1991,
Lombardi 1991), so the maximal number of laryngeal contrasts in

2 An anonymous reviewer points out that some of our findings may not be compatible
with treating both tone and voicing in terms of [stiff] and [slack] (Halle & Stevens
1971), as this makes it hard to see why we find contrastive tonal contours within
nuclei (áı̀ vs. àı́) but no contrastive breathy or creaky contours (=I vs. AR). We leave
this to future research.

3 In the tables that follow, languages are included which show a contrast at at least
one place of articulation. For simplicity, we show the contrasts using coronals ([a]
for vowels), but this should not be taken to imply that only coronals show these
contrasts. Labials and velars are given when coronals fail to show the maximal
number of contrasts, as in Zhub˙hõasi below.
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sonorant consonants (4) and vowels (5) is reduced to three: modal (0),
[spread] and [constricted]:

*
*
*

0

Klamath, Zhu/’hõasi

Mazatec, Sedang

Sui

spread constr *spread
voice

*constr
voice

*voice

m

n

n

Ù
Nn
N

‹
¥n
?n

*
*
*

*
*
*

Table II
Languages with three laryngeal series of sonorants.

0

Green Mong, White Hmong

Jalapa Mazatec

Trique

spread constr *spread
voice

*constr
voice

*voice

a

a

a

ä
äa
aåa

A
Aa
a?a

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

Table III
Languages with three laryngeal series of vowels.

Fricatives co-occur with all three laryngeal features, but we find no lan-
guage that contrasts aspirated or glottalised fricatives with their voiced
aspirated and voiced glottalised counterparts respectively. Fricatives dis-
allow the complex laryngeal configurations [spread, voice] (Vaux 1998)
and [constricted, voice], yielding a maximum of four laryngeal series. As
shown below, all four series are needed to describe the attested patterns;
but we have not been able to find a single language with a four-way lar-
yngeal contrast.4 The Bzhedugh and Shapsugh dialects of Adyghe
(Chirikba 1996, Michael Job, personal communication) come closest to
such a situation: all four laryngeal configurations are attested in these
dialects, but no more than three are used at a given place of articulation.
We leave the lack of a pure four-way laryngeal contrast for fricatives as an
accidental gap that more research will hopefully fill.

4 According to the structuralist analysis in Spotts (1953), Mazahua (Otomı́) has four
alveolar ‘phonemes’: /s z sHs˙/. But when we look at what sounds actually contrast
we find that Mazahua has no underlying /z/ (Bartholomew 1975, Rensch 1976).
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0

Burmese

Amharic, Hausa, Dakota

Abzakh Adyghe

Chumash, Mazahua

Bzhedugh and Shapsugh
Adyghe

spread constr *spread
voice

*constr
voice

voice

s

s

ç
s
ç
»

sH

sH

»H

s’
ç’
s’
ç’

z

z

F

F
^

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Table IV
Languages with three laryngeal series with fricatives.

The laryngeals [spread] and [constricted] appear alone in margins in many
languages as [h] and [?], e.g. Hawaiian [ha?a] ‘dance’, [?a?a] ‘dare’, [a?a]
‘vein’ (Pukui & Elbert 1971). But [voice] never appears alone in a margin,
and needs some sort of carrier to be perceived.

Voiced [H] is a free or contextual variant of [h] in some languages (cf.
English a[H]ead), but it occurs as the sole or primary realisation of a single
[spread] series in others, like Hadza (Sands et al. 1993), Wichita (Rood
1975), Gujarati (Cardona 1965: 29), Hindi, Kashmiri, Punjabi, Kharia,
!X– (Maddieson 1984), Northern Sotho (Louwrens et al. 1995), Shona
(Carter & Kahari 1979), G�) (Ladefoged 1964), Dutch (Booij 1995) and
Czech (Dankovičová 1997). [h] and [H] reportedly contrast in Zulu (Traill
et al. 1987), SiSwati (Bradshaw 1999), Musey (Shryock 1995) and Wu
(Cao & Maddieson 1992).

Voiced glottal stop is extremely rare but something like it occurs here
and there:

In the great majority of languages we have heard, glottal stops are apt to
fall short of complete closure, especially in intervocalic positions. In
place of a true stop, a very compressed form of creaky voice or some less
extreme form of stiff phonation may be superimposed on the vocalic
stream. (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996: 75)

Gimi (Lloyd et al. 1981) is the only language reported to contrast creaky
voice in this way (Peter Ladefoged and Ian Maddieson, personal com-
munication); we represent the ‘voiced glottal stop’ as [5] :
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0 spread constr spread
voice

constr
voice

*voice

Hupa, Tlingit, Klamath,
Sedang, Chong, Popoloca,
Hawaiian, Yuchi, Wikchamni

Hadza, Wichita, Gujarati,
!X±, Shona, GÙ, Dutch,
Czech

Zulu, SiSwati, Musey, Wu

Gimi

0

0

0

0

h

H

h

?

?

?

*

*

*

* 5
H

Table V
Contrastive series of ‘laryngeal segments’.

There is of course a wide range of phonetic variation among these sounds,
primarily in terms of vertical larynx movement, extent of glottal opening
and timing of laryngeal and supralaryngeal gestures; but none of this is
contrastive. Contrast is best modelled by [voice], [spread] and [con-
stricted], which are both necessary and sufficient to generate all attested
laryngeal contrasts and exclude all non-existing contrasts within simple
onsets, nuclei and codas.
When we turn to complex margins and nuclei, we find that they allow

the same (sometimes fewer) laryngeal contrasts as do simple margins and
nuclei : the addition of extra consonants and vowels within a margin or
nucleus does not open up additional laryngeal possibilities. Consonant
clusters in a margin have the same range of laryngeal contrasts as single
consonants, and diphthongs in a nucleus have the same range of laryngeal
contrasts as monophthongs.5 This is an unexpected finding from a seg-
mental perspective, and it strongly suggests that there is a single set of
laryngeal features per margin or nucleus, whether that margin or nucleus
is simple or complex.
We start with examples from obstruent clusters in onsets and codas. In

the following we show laryngeal series with simple margins in the first line
of each row and those with complex margins in the second line. As might
be expected, most of the data comes from onsets rather than codas, due to
the universal distaste for complex margins in general and complex codas in
particular.

5 We use the term ‘diphthong’ here in a broad sense that includes any type of su-
pralaryngeally complex nucleus without implying a monosegmental status (contrary
to vowel sequences for instance). Crucially, whether or not phonologists choose to
analyse nuclei like [ai au] as monosegmental or bisegmental has no influence on the
number of laryngeal contrasts, because there is at most one set of laryngeal features.
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0 spread constr spread
voice

constr
voice

voice

Polish, Lithuanian

East Armenian, Ancient Greek

Kabardian

Adyghe

Klamath

!Xóõ dth
dtÔ

t s
kt p»W»

th
khth

p’
p’q’

d z
gd bzd

dt’
dt’qX’

t
kt

p
pÔ

p
pk

p
pq

t

ph
phÔh

ph
pkh

ph
pqh

th Ô
tÔ

p’
pk’

p’
pq’

t’
t’qX’

d
gd

d

Table VI
Laryngeal contrasts in obstruent+obstruent margins.

(In !Xóõ, [�] and clusters with [�] behave as [spread] with respect to lar-
yngeal co-occurrence restrictions between onsets and nuclei : *CH� and
*(C)�� (Traill 1985: 92ff). This is why we have put them in the spread
column rather than the plain column to its left.) None of the languages has
more laryngeal series for complex onsets than for simple onsets. Polish
(Lombardi 1991, 1995a, Rochoń 2000) and Lithuanian (Ambrazas 1997),
like other Balto-Slavic languages, contrast plain and voiced onsets, whe-
ther simplex or complex. Eastern Armenian and Ancient Greek contrast
plain, voiced and aspirated stops, as well as plain, voiced and aspirated
stop+stop onsets (Allen 1987). Kabardian (Colarusso 1989, 1992),
Adyghe (Paris 1989)6 andKlamath (Barker 1964) have plain, aspirated and
glottalised simple and complex obstruent onsets, and !Xóõ (Traill 1985)
has the full set of six laryngeal contrasts for simple stop onsets, and only a
subset of those for clusters.

None of these languages, nor any other we have found, has any of
the mixed clusters we would expect if laryngeals were properties of indi-
vidual segments. None combines aspirated and glottalised stops in a
complex onset or coda: *[pH�˙ p˙�H p˙qH tHqJ˙], and none contrasts combi-
nations of plain and laryngeally specified obstruents with their mirror
image, i.e. */ph�/ vs. /p�H/, */p˙�/ vs. /p�˙/, */gt/ vs. /kd/.

Comparing !Xóõ with Ancient Greek and Eastern Armenian, it is clear
that the combinations [spread, voice] and [constricted, voice] are only
possible in complex constituents if they occur in simple constituents

6 Notice that ‘Caucasian languages’ are traditionally described as having plain,
voiced and glottalised stops (and plain and voiced fricatives). Although it is not
crucial to the argument here (though see §5 on Georgian), we assume [p pH p˙] rather
than [b p p˙] for phonetic and phonological reasons (cf. Rice 1994 for a similar
reanalysis of Athapaskan languages).
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( !Xóõ), not as the result of combining consonants. Thus Greek and
Armenian each use [spread] and [voice], but they disallow their combi-
nation in both simple onsets (*[D]) and complex onsets (*[dkH tHg Dg dgC]).
This is the pattern in all languages we know of; it makes little sense if
every consonant has its own laryngeal possibilities, but follows immedi-
ately if every margin does.
Phonetically, plain and voiced onsets are uniformly realised as plain

[p s tk pq] or voiced [b z dg bzd] throughout in these languages for any
number of segments, while [spread] and [constricted] show up either once
per cluster [pqH pq˙] (Adyghe, Klamath) or once per consonant [pHqH p˙q˙]
(Eastern Armenian, Ancient Greek,7 Kabardian, !Xóõ). But no language
contrasts the two possibilities, such that [pqHa] and [pHqHa] could signal
different things.
Notice that the [spread, voice] and [constricted, voice] clusters of !Xóõ

have one instance of prevoicing followed by a single phase of laryngeal
abduction or larynx raising (with or without release of the first consonant;
Traill 1985: 154). Thus, laryngeal features in simple and complex onsets
are phonetically identical even in !Xóõ : both simplex [htH] and complex
[ht�H] have voicing-then-aspiration, and both simplex [ht˙] and complex
[ht˙qJ˙] have voicing-then-glottalisation.
Laryngeal contrasts in complex margins with a stop and a sonorant

behave similarly:

0 spread constr spread
voice

constr
voice

voice

Icelandic

Nuxalk

Klamath

Bhojpuri (codas)

p l
pl

qw l
qwl

Ä
Ä

q l w Ä ≤
ql qw

t n
nt

ph L
pL

qh L W
qL qW
th nh
nth

qw’
qw’

q’
q’Ä  q’≤

Table VII
Laryngeal contrasts in stop+sonorant margins.

d
nd

dH
ndH

All of these languages have parallel laryngeal series for simple and com-
plex margins. Word-initial onsets in Icelandic (FriDjónsson 1984) are
either plain [p l pl] or aspirated [pH L pL], but we do not find a four-way
laryngeal contrast in complex onsets, */pl pHl pL pHL/, as might be expected
if a different set of laryngeals were licensed by each segment. Even though

7 The phonetics of [spread] clusters in Ancient Greek is a matter of speculation; we
follow Allen (1987), who argues on orthographic grounds that both stops were
separately released (and thus aspirated). In any case, the language clearly did not
contrast [tHkH] with [tkH] or [tHk].
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Icelandic has distinctively [spread] sonorants, it has the same binary lar-
yngeal contrast in complex onsets as languages without such sounds, like
English and German (Iverson & Salmons 1995, Jessen & Ringen 2002) or
Faroese (Lockwood 1977, Petersen et al. 1998).

Nuxalk (‘Bella Coola’) has plain and glottalised stops and sonorants, as
well as complex stop+sonorant onsets (Bagemihl 1991). The latter are
either plain [q2l] or glottalised [q2˙0], but never mixed [q2˙l] or [q20]
(Nater 1984). Here again, complex onsets are specified as a whole for lar-
yngeal features, not individually for each consonant.

Klamath has a three-way contrast for simple stops [q qH q˙] and son-
orants [l L 0] and exactly the same three-way contrast for complex onsets
with stop+sonorant clusters [ql qL q˙0].8 We do not find single laryngeal
features distinctively linked to individual consonants, */qHl/ vs. /qL/ vs.
/qHL/, nor do we find onsets that contain both [spread] and [constricted],
*/qH0 q˙L/. Klamath has /h/ and /?/ as well, but they do not occur in clus-
ters. We do not find */tH? t˙h h? ?h/, all of which should be possible if
laryngeals are segmental.

Bhojpuri (Shukla 1981) has four laryngeal series with stops, /t tH d dH/,
and two with sonorants, /n nH/. Once again, complex codas show the same
laryngeal contrasts as simple stops, i.e. /nt ntH nd ndC/. There are no
[nHt nHtH nHd nHdC] codas to contrast with them. Notice that complex codas
in Bhojpuri are laryngeally identical to stop+liquid onsets in a language
like Gujarati (Cardona 1965, Mistry 1997), [kr kHr gr gCr], even though
Gujarati has no [spread] sonorants. The richer segmental inventory of
Bhojpuri does not lead to a richer onset inventory.

The phonetic timing of laryngeal features in stop+sonorant clusters is
usually straightforward. Voicing is realised during stop closure, so that the
distinctive voicing is not masked by the redundant voicing on sonorants.
Aspiration and glottalisation are phased after stop closure for all the lan-
guages above, yielding voiceless and creaky voiced (or partially voiceless
and creaky voiced) sonorants in complex onsets, [pL] and [p˙0].

Languages with laryngeally specified sonorants and sonorant clusters in
onsets or codas are exceedingly rare, but Klamath has them. Since son-
orants do not support distinctive [voice], they allow for only three lar-
yngeal series in Klamath, as do sonorant clusters:

0 spread constr *spread
voice

*constr
voice

*voice

Klamath w l
wl

W L
wL

≤ Ä
wÄ

** *

Table VIII
Laryngeal contrasts in sonorant+sonorant margins.

8 Barker (1964) and Blevins (1993) transcribe these clusters as /q˙l/ and /qHl/
respectively, but Barker (1964: 24) states that glottalised stops in stop+sonorant
clusters have ‘a strong glottal release upon the following segment’, i.e. [q˙0].
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The transcriptions above suggest that the laryngeal gesture covers
only the second sonorant in Klamath. But this timing issue is purely
phonetic, not contrastive: Klamath has tautosyllabic [wL], but not *[WL]
or *[Wl].
What holds for complex margins is found with complex nuclei as well.

In every language we have examined, complex nuclei have the same lar-
yngeal contrasts as simplex nuclei. The number of vowels in a nucleus
does not increase the number of available laryngeal contrasts:

*

*

*

0 spread constr *voice

Sedang

Gujarati

Green Mong, White Hmong

a
i@ iO

A
I´ IQ

a
ai au

a
ai ia

ä
äï äü
ä
äï ïä

A
AI IA

*spread
voice

*constr
voice

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table IX
Laryngeal contrasts in complex nuclei.

Sedang (Smith 1968) contrasts plain and [constricted] vowels, Gujarati
(Cardona 1965, Mistry 1997) contrasts plain and [spread] vowels; Green
Mong (Andruski & Ratliff 2000) and White Hmong have the full set of
three laryngeal contrasts with vowels. In these languages, monophthongs
and diphthongs allow the same laryngeal contrasts. A nucleus is either
modal, breathy or creaky, but never contrastively modal-then-breathy,
modal-then-creaky, breathy-then-creaky or the like, regardless of the
number of vowels involved.
Thus a complex margin or nucleus allows the same laryngeal contrasts

as a simple margin or nucleus. Phonetically, too, laryngeal features are
realised in quite parallel ways in simple and complex constituents: [voice]
usually extends throughout obstruents and obstruent clusters; [spread]
and [constricted] are usually realised after stop closure but throughout
vowels. We turn now to a more detailed look at the more specific claims in
(2) and at some languages that are prima facie problematic.

2 No conflicting laryngeal contrasts within a margin
or nucleus

Despite an extensive search, we have been unable to find a single language
in which aspiration and glottalisation occur within the same onset, nucleus
or coda. This is expected for simple margins and nuclei, because standard
theory posits only a single set of laryngeal features per consonant or vowel.
This rules out *[8tH 8nN“ ] and the like as simple margins and *[A�« �E« ] and so
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on as monophthongs. More interesting is the lack of complex margins like
*[p˙tH ?tN], etc., and the lack of diphthongs like *[AR �U]. To rule these out
we need to restrict the laryngeal possibilities of complex margins and
nuclei to those of simple margins and nuclei, as proposed here.

In the rest of this section we address a number of prima facie counter-
examples, none of which stands up to close scrutiny.

Western Popoloca is reported to have breathy-then-creaky complex
onsets like [h? th? hn?] (Williams & Pike 1968). Complex onsets like these
are compatible with segmental theories of laryngeal licensing, but not with
ours, which prohibits aspiration and glottalisation in the same margin. But
Steriade (1994) shows that postconsonantal [?] in Western Popoloca is
phonetically and phonologically a feature of the following nucleus, so that
Williams & Pike’s [h?e] ‘he’, [th?éè] ‘his brains’ or [hn?áa] ‘your (SG) hill ’
are really [hE tH�è Nffa], with a breathy onset and a creaky nucleus.
Steriade’s analysis explains the presence of [h?] and absence of *[?h] in
Western Popoloca by limiting aspiration to the onset. It also removes at
one stroke all the onsets in that language that seem to contain both aspir-
ation and glottalisation.

According to Diffloth (1989), the Mon-Khmer language Chong has
plain (Register 1), breathy (R2) and creaky (R3) vowels, plus one series of
breathy-then-creaky vowels (R4). Our proposal rules out breathy-then-
creaky nuclei entirely; segmental analysis rules out breathy-then-creaky
monophthongs, but allows breathy-then-creaky diphthongs. But another
analysis is available, which does not require both [spread] and [con-
stricted] in the nucleus. Huffman (1985) and Silverman (1995) treat the
glottalisation of R3 and R4 as a property of the coda. According to
Silverman (1995: 44):

Chong possesses both breathy and creaky vowels. But while breathy
vowels enjoy a relatively free distribution with respect to other elements
of the root syllable, creaky vowels may be present ONLY when a supra-
laryngeally-articulated coda consonant is present as well. Moreover,
while creakiness overlaps with post-vocalic consonants, it is purely
vocalic in the context of a postvocalic stop; vowel laryngealization here
may be viewed, in effect, as the realization of a glottalized stop.

Their analysis is superior to Diffloth’s because it explains why Chong
lacks syllables that are creaky-then-breathy: nuclei may be plain or
breathy, but not creaky; codas may be plain or creaky, but not breathy.
The missing creaky-then-breathy register would require a creaky nucleus
and a breathy coda, neither of which is possible. If Huffman and
Silverman are right, Chong never has conflicting laryngeal features with a
nucleus, bringing it in line with prosodic licensing of laryngeal features.
Chong does of course allow conflicting laryngeal features within a rhyme
(across nucleus and coda), but this does not conflict with any proposals we
know of in the literature. Diffloth (1989: 145) cites two related languages,
Samrê and Son, with the same contrasts in related words; it appears that
these languages can be treated with creaky codas as well.
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Our last problematic case involves a preglottalised postaspirated stop
[8tH], reported by Heimbach (1979) for White Hmong. This sound, writ-
ten dh in Hmong orthography, would require creaky-then-breathy in the
same consonant. It violates standard accounts of laryngeal licensing,
which prohibit conflicting laryngeals within a segment, and it violates our
proposal, which prohibits conflicting laryngeals within any onset, simple
or complex. But, as the waveform comparison of orthographic to, tho, do,
dho in Fig. 1 shows, the closure in the ‘preglottalised’ sounds is simply
voicing. (Our speaker is a 35-year old native speaker of White Hmong now
living in central California.) We have indicated the 40 ms or so of voicing
in the final two cases with arrows. Heimbach provides no grounds for
claiming that these sounds are anything but voiced, so we treat them here
as [d] and [dH], involving [spread] and [voice], as suggested by the or-
thography. What is interesting about White Hmong is thus how the lar-
yngeal features are linearised, with [voice] realised during closure and
[spread] realised upon release; but the combination of laryngeal features is
not problematic.
To summarise, none of the cases before us actually seems to involve

conflicting laryngeals within a margin or nucleus. Standard theory is ad-
equate for ruling out breathy-then-creaky monophthongs in Chong as
well as creaky-then-breathy stops in Hmong; but it does not rule out
breathy-then-creaky diphthongs in Chong or the creaky-then-breathy
clusters [?h th? hn?] in Western Popoloca. To rule out all of these one
needs to exclude conflicting laryngeals within any margin or nucleus,
whether simple or complex.
One might think that something physiological excludes extreme chan-

ges in glottal width over a short period of time, making *[Hp8 �M A=], etc.
too hard to say. But the asymmetry between consonantal clusters within

Figure 1
Voicing in White Hmong.

time (sec)
t th d dh
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and across syllables shows that this is not the case: heterosyllabic clusters
have exactly those combinations of aspirated and glottalised consonants
that tautosyllabic clusters lack. As we have seen, we find no cases of tau-
tosyllabic CHC˙V or C˙CHV, but we do find cases of heterosyllabic VCH.C˙V
and VC˙.CHV in a number of languages, including Klamath (Barker 1964,
Blevins 1993), Western Popoloca (Williams & Pike 1968), Yowlumne
(Newman 1944), Kashaya (Buckley 1994) andWikchamni (Gamble 1978).

Coda[spr]+Onset[constr]

Klamath

Western Popoloca

Yowlumne

Kashaya

Wikchamni

N.t’ L.t’ M.t’

L.q’
th.p’ h.k’ th.? h.?

Coda[constr]+Onset[spr]

?.th ?.W
‹.th
.qh

tS’.ph ?.th t’.h ?.h

Table X
Conflicting laryngeal features across subsyllabic constituents.

Ä

Such clusters occur morpheme-internally (Kashaya [háJ.t˙a] ‘redbud’;
Klamath [?aM.k˙a] ‘maybe’), under affixation (Kashaya [ca·-pHi] ‘ if he
sees’ ; Klamath [kuW-j

/
as] ‘venereal disease’, from [kuW] ‘swell up’), and

even through stem-internal vowel deletion (Wikchamni [puWH.k˙-in] ‘will
sour’, from [poWHok˙] ‘sour’).

This can only be stated in terms of syllabic constituents, requiring a
prosodic analysis of laryngeals. Similarly, while we never find breathy-
then-creaky within a margin or nucleus, we do find it across margins and
nuclei, as in Western Popoloca [tHA] (onset+nucleus), Hmong [kHO] (on-
set+nucleus) and Chong [�· (nucleus+coda). Purely gestural (Browman
& Goldstein 1986) and cue-based (Steriade 1997) models of laryngeal
licensing are unable to capture this difference between tautosyllabic and
heterosyllabic clusters, as far as we can see.

3 No pre/post contrasts within a margin or nucleus

Some languages use more than one phasing option in complex constitu-
ents, e.g. have preaspirated and postaspirated clusters, or preglottalised
and postglottalised clusters. As with simple constituents, however, these
timing differences are not contrastive, but always a matter of phonetic
variation, depending on syllable position or the type of consonant in-
volved.9 A well-known instance of this is the difference in aspiration in

9 Notice that pre- and postaspirated [Ht tH] and pre- and postglottalised [8t t˙] simple
constituents (or single segments) are predicted to be non-contrastive by the stan-
dard theory, though not by all models : articulatory phonology (Browman &
Goldstein 1989), aperture theory (Steriade 1994) and the licensing by cue approach
(Steriade 1997) all rely to some extent on the claim that such temporal ordering
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complex onsets like [pL] and [sp], where late phasing is the norm for
stop+sonorant onsets and early phasing is the norm for fricative+stop
onsets (Browman & Goldstein 1989, Iverson & Salmons 1995, 1999). All
reported cases of pre- and postlaryngeal contrasts we have found reduce to
this sort of thing. We turn now to consider these in detail.
Faroese and Icelandic have both pre- and postaspirated clusters, but the

two do not contrast. Instead, [spread] is realised late in complex onsets
[pL], but early in complex codas [Lp]. The latter is entirely parallel to the
preaspiration of geminates (Lombardi 1995b, Kehrein 2002, 2004). Thus,
[spread] codas in Faroese and Icelandic are preaspirated if strong (mora-
ic), and postaspirated if weak (non-moraic).
Strong codas in Faroese and Icelandic are realised with preaspiration

independent of the source of aspiration. Suffixation of/-tH/, for instance,
creates preaspirated clusters, e.g. Faroese deil-t [Lt] ‘divided’, eym-t [Mt]
‘miserable-NEUT’, byg-t [Hkt] ‘built ’, s¿k-t [Hkt] ‘sunk’, fylg-t [Lkt] ‘ fol-
lowed’, fylk-t [Lkt] ‘gathered’.10 The result is always a preaspirated strong
coda, no matter if the stem itself ends in a plain (byg, fylg) or [spread] (s¿k,
fylk) coda. This is predicted under prosodic licensing, where there is a
single [spread] per coda, and where its timing is never contrastive.
Segmental analyses (Lombardi 1995b, Petersen et al. 1998) require some
derivational machinery to detach the aspiration from [t] and move it to the
left ; ‘sonorants devoice before aspirated stops, which stops are always
deaspirated; there is no devoicing before unaspirated stops. This can be
analyzed as a movement of the aspiration feature from the stop to the
preceding sonorant’ (Lombardi 1995b: 52 on Icelandic).
Words like byg-t [Hkt] show that Faroese would need a similar mech-

anism for stop clusters; and fylg-t [Lkt] would require aspiration to move
even further to the left. Segmental analyses like this require neutralisation
of suffixal aspiration for stems which already end in aspirate to explain
why, e.g. s¿k-t is realised as [sˇHkt] rather than [sˇHktH] or [sˇHkHt], and
why fylk-t is realised as [fILkt] rather than [fILkHt] or [fILktH] or the
like.Under a prosodic approach like ours, onsets and codas in these lan-
guages are either plain or aspirated, the latter realised as postaspiration in
onsets and ‘weak’ codas, and as preaspiration in ‘strong’ codas.
Klamath contrasts plain, aspirated and ejective stops and sonorants,

with an interesting timing difference in word-initial onsets. Aspiration
and ejection are phased with the release of stops in stop+sonorant onsets
[kHm k˙m] (the latter being rather [k˙�] ; see note 8) and are realised finally
in all other clusters [kpH kp˙ wL w0 spH sp˙]. The full set of word-initial

contrasts are attested in some languages. Golston & Kehrein (1998) discuss these
languages, including well-known cases like Huautla Mazatec (Pike & Pike 1947) and
Kashaya (Buckley 1994), and argue that none of them actually has laryngeal timing
contrasts within simple constituents.

10 Faroese [Hkt] and [Lkt] correspond to Icelandic [xt] and [Lxt] respectively. Notice
that ‘voiceless ’ fricatives pattern as [spread] sounds in Icelandic and Faroese, as is
evident from ‘sonorant devoicing’ in words like hei[Ms] ‘world-GEN’ (Kehrein
2004).
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complex onsets in Klamath is listed below (data from Blevins 1993:
254f) :11

stop+sonorant 0 pl pj pw tl tj tm tn tw tSl km ql qn qw

[spread] phl phn thl thj thm thw tShl tShj tShw khl
khj khm khn khw qhl qhj qhm qhn qhw

[constr] p’n t’l t’w tS’l tS’m tS’n tS’w k’l
k’m k’n k’w q’l q’j q’m q’w

pth ptSh pkh pqh tph tkh tqh kph kth ktSh qth qtSh

pt’ ptS’ pk’ pq’ tk’ tq’ kp’ kt’ ktS’ qp’ qt’ qtS’

pq tp tk tq tSk kp kt qp qt

sl sj sn sm sw lm lw mn wn wl

wL wJ
sl’ sn’ sm’ sw’ lm’ wl’ wj’

sp st stS sk sq

sph sth stSh skh sqh

sp’ st’ stS’ sk’ sq’

ps ts ks ms ws

stop+stop

other+sonorant

s+stop

other+s

0

[spread]

[constr]

0

[spread]

[constr]

[spread]

[constr]

0

0

Table XI
Word-initial clusters in Klamath.

This merely shows that different types of consonants prefer different
phasings for laryngeal gestures (Silverman 1995): aspiration and glottali-
sation are phased with stop release in stop+sonorant onsets, and finally in
other onsets. (Klamath shows preaspiration and preglottalisation in word-
final codas [m˙td n˙s l˙s lHt], but this is just more prosodic conditioning of
the type we have already seen.)

Languages do of course differ in the way they phonetically order lar-
yngeal features in complex constituents. Laryngeal gestures may be
phased early, late or throughout complex constituents, but if multiple
phasing options occur in a single language, they are always condition by
syllable position (e.g. onset vs. coda) or by consonantal make-up (e.g.
fricative+stop, stop+sonorant). No language we know of makes
contrastive use of these differences within an onset or coda.

Complex nuclei behave in exactly the same way. As with syllable mar-
gins, some languages use more than one timing of laryngeal gestures

11 Blevins (1993) additionally lists sonorant+stop clusters as onsets because ‘word-
initial clusters arguably constitute syllable onsets’. However, Barker explicitly
states that sonorants preceding obstruents are syllabic (they even carry pitch), i.e.
clusters like /mp mpH •t˙/ are [�.p�.pH •.t˙].
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within a single nucleus, but never to form phonological contrasts. We give
two examples below.

spread constr

Green Mong, White Hmong

Zhu/’hõasi

äï
äï aï

AI ai?

Table XII
Di‰erent phasings of laryngeal features in complex nuclei.

Breathy voice is realised throughout a nucleus in (H)mong, but creaky
voice nuclei may be realised with creak throughout [A AI] or just towards
the end [a8 ai8]. But the variable realisation of creaky voice is not con-
trastive.
Jub˙hoansi (=Zhub˙hõasi ; Miller-Ockhuizen 2001) has entirely breathy

vowels and diphthongs [� ��] as well as initially breathy vowels and diph-
thongs [�a« �i]. Miller-Ockhuizen claims that the timing of [spread] is
distinctive in Zhub˙hõasi, but her own description (2001: 151) strongly
suggests that they are actually in complementary distribution: the former
occur exclusively with super low (SL) and low (L) tones, and the latter are
restricted to SL-L and L-H tones. Crucially, as shown in the final column
below, all four tones do occur with plain vowels in Zhul˙hõasi, and thus the
durational difference in breathy voice is best understood as phonetic
variation conditioned by different tonal patterns (i.e. register vs. contour
tones).

tone ›
gõõ ‘flower’

ìòà ‘to copy’

*
*

SL

L

SL-L

L-H

›V

*
*

gbõò ‘to be dwarf-like’

òó (no example)

V

S√√ ‘to return’

cxòò ‘to be unsuccessful’

ì√è ‘spur’

bòó ‘medicine’

Table XIII
Apparent contrasts of full and partial breathiness in Zhub’õasi

(Miller-Ockhuizen 2001).

In sum, none of these languages distinctively orders laryngeal features
in nuclei, simple or complex. The final case we will consider here, Tsou,
is somewhat involved, but we will see that the apparent cases of
laryngeal ordering are all tied up with different types of stricture and can
be reduced to those differences in stricture, much like the cases we have
just seen.
The Formosan Austronesian language Tsou (Tung 1964, Tsuchida

1976) has CC obstruent clusters that seem to allow for laryngeal
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specifications on a segmental basis.12 Since reduplication treats these
clusters as an entity, Wright (1996) claims that they constitute complex
onsets both word-initially and medially, and thus Tsou syllables are
maximally [CCV:]. Phonetically, C1 is separately released in clusters,
presumably to recover its acoustic cues (Wright 1996). The complete set
of obstruent clusters is given below; clusters in parentheses only occur
word-medially.13

Labial Coronal Dorsal

Labial

Coronal

Dorsal

*

tp tB tf tv tsp tsf tsv
sp sB sf sv zv (tsB)

kv (kp)

C1/C2

pt pts pF ps Bs ft fts
fs fz vts vz (pz Bz)

tsz

kF ks (kts)

pk fk (vk)

tk tsk sk

*

Table XIV
Complex onsets in Tfuya Tsou (Wright 1996: 35).

Clusters of homorganic obstruents are disallowed in Tsou, but almost
every other combination (and order) of consonants is attested.
Specifically, ‘voiced fricatives’ [v z] and implosives [B F] combine with
other obstruents in either order, e.g. [sv zv vtY tB Bs sB Bz], in apparent
violation of our claim that laryngeal specifications are never contrastively
ordered within a margin or nucleus.

The clusters with [v z] are problematic only if these sounds are truly
voiced fricatives, and not semivowels or some other kind of sonorant. But
as Ohala & Ohala (1993: 227–228) point out, ‘many so-called non-sibilant
‘‘voiced fricatives’’ such as [v, D, B, G] do not have appreciable frication
and are, rather, frictionless continuants’. This seems to be the case for
Tsou as well. The sounds in question are historically semivowels (*w j)
(Li 1972), and there is evidence that they still are semivowels synchroni-
cally. First, they show little if any frication in published spectrograms
(Wright & Ladefoged 1994, Wright 1996). Second, different dialects
realise them as vocalic or consonantal : [(i)z] in Tfuya and Duhtu Tsou
corresponds to stressed [i] in Tapang� Tsou, e.g. omza ‘upper side’ in
Tfuja vs. omia in Tapang� (Wright 1996: 30). Most importantly, they
alternate with vowels, so that [I] and [o u] are realised as [z] and [v]
respectively when followed by a vowel-initial suffix (Li 1972, Szakos
1994). Clearly, if [v] and [z] are sonorants in Tsou, clusters like

12 We do not discuss apparent onsets composed of laryngeal segments
[th ht t? ?t h? ?h] in this paper. See Kehrein (2002) for a reanalysis along the lines
stated above for Western Popoloca.

13 Wright lists word-medial /Bk/, but he neither mentions it in his discussion of
stop+stop clusters (1996: 50–52), nor gives an example in his word list. Szakos
(1994: 28) notes that medial /Bk/ and /BtY/ (the latter not included in Wright’s list)
are ‘neutralised’ to [pk] and [ptY] respectively, and we have thus omitted them
from (21).
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[vtY vk tv tYv sv kv pz fz tYz] pose no problem for laryngeal ordering, be-
cause they are laryngeally unspecified onsets composed of obstruent
and sonorant. Notice that comparable clusters are attested with nasals :
[mtY mk tm tYm sm km pn fn tYn].
The second set of apparently problematic clusters, [Bs Bz sB], poses no

problem, because Tsou (like most languages) prohibits implosive frica-
tives and sonorants. Since implosion can only be realised on the stop in
clusters like [ps pz sp], the features that encode it, [voice, constricted],
need not be contrastively ordered: they just show up where they can.14

Stop clusters are more interesting: Tsou has plain and implosive labials
and dentals, [p t B F], and since different places of articulation are gener-
ally free to co-occur in either order, a segmental analysis would lead us to
expect eight different types of complex onsets: [pt tp pF tB Bt Fp BF FB].
Remarkably, however, only half of these occur in the language: stops in
clusters are either both voiceless [pt tp] or voiceless stops precede im-
plosives [pF tB],15 but we do not find implosive+stop, *[Bt Fp], or fully
implosive clusters, *[BF FB]. The gaps are surprising if every segment has
its own set of laryngeal features, but not if every onset does. Implosion is
phased late in complex onsets, [pF tB], never early, *[Bt Fp], or through-
out clusters, *[BF FB]. Notice that ‘ late implosion’ in clusters parallels the
increase in voicing amplitude found in single implosives in Tsou (Wright
1996: 39). Crucially, the phasing of implosion is not distinctive within
stop+stop clusters of Tsou, allowing for a prosodic account of laryngeal
features in this language.16

We end this section with some examples of laryngeal contrasts in het-
erosyllabic clusters. They make very clear that the lack of laryngeal timing
contrasts is a property of single onsets and codas, not of clusters in general.

Codalar+Onsetµ

Klamath

Kashaya

Yowlumne

Wikchamni

M.t ‹.t
L.
Ä

Äq .q
.p k’.l

th.p h.t k’.p ?.t

Codaµ+Onsetlar

m.th m.t’

l.qh l.q’

l.p’ s.k’

t.ph t.h t.k’ t.?

Table XV
Temporal ordering contrasts of laryngeal features across

subsyllabic constituents.

14 For the same reason, implosion is realised on the stop in nasal+stop cluster, e.g.
[nBmF ‰F]. Implosives don’t generally occur in clusters (Greenberg 1978), and we
have not been able to find a language where nasally released implosives like
[Bn Fm F‰] are contrastive sounds. According to Goyvaerts (1988), Lendu has
implosive+lateral clusters in onsets for voiceless stops and for voiced implosives,
including [pi bl ªl Bl], where we find again that the implosion is realised on the stop.

15 The only cluster with a dorsal consonant, [kF], fits into the picture here as well.
16 An anonymous reviewer points out that the missing clusters might also be ascribed

to implosives bearing the distinctive feature [Aobstruent] (Clements & Osu 2002,
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Notice that heterosyllabic sonorant+stop clusters in Klamath do contrast
([M.t�.t] vs. [m.tHm.t˙]), but the same clusters in word-final codas do
not ([Lt Mtd], *[ltHmtd˙]). The reason for this is simple on a prosodic
analysis : sequences of coda+onset can have two sets of laryngeal features,
while a single onset or coda has but one. We note again that this should
pose problems for any model of laryngeal licensing that eschews prosodic
licensing: the contrasts above are all neutralised when the clusters
involved are tautosyllabic.

4 No segment/cluster contrasts within a margin
or nucleus

Laryngeals have always played two closely related roles in phonology,
serving both as segments [h ?] and as secondary properties of other seg-
ments in the form of aspiration and glottalisation in consonants and
breathy or creaky voice in vowels. But, with a few exceptions, the differ-
ence between a Ch cluster and a CH aspirate has never been claimed to be
contrastive.

Aspirated or glottalised consonants are often analysed as separate series,
[pH p˙], or as clusters, [ph p?], on the basis of economy or parsimony. If a
language has [p h pH], the latter is often analysed as a cluster [ph] rather
than an aspirate [pH], thereby simplifying the system of phonemes (e.g.
Hockett 1955). Conversely, if a language seems to have aspirates, it is
usually assumed that Ch clusters are banned. But such considerations are
not without costs. A cluster analysis [ph] usually complicates the syllable
structure to simplify the phoneme inventory, just as an aspirate analysis
[pH] complicates the phoneme inventory to simplify the syllable structure.
Feature economy (Clements 2001, 2003) predicts that any language with
both [p] and [h] would prefer an aspirate [pH] (which drives up the num-
bers of segments per feature, increasing economy) to a cluster [ph] (which
drives down the number of segments per feature, decreasing economy).
Considerations of syllable complexity point in the same direction, since
[pH] is a simple onset, while [ph] is complex.

But the crucial test for Ch clusters and CH aspirates, or C? cluster and C˙
ejectives, is contrast. Theories that assume both Ch and CH (or C? and C˙)
tacitly assume the two will contrast in some language. We have found no
language with such a contrast and therefore doubt that the issue of clusters
vs. aspirates can be substantiated empirically. We can think of only two
ways to perceive a difference between [H] and [h], or between [˙] and [?].
The first is in terms of phonetic length. It is well known of course that

Clements 2003), since the stop+implosive clusters (e.g. [pF] but not *[Fp]) would
be ruled out by sonority sequencing. But Tsou onsets do not always follow sonority
sequencing, as the clusters [mt ms ‰t ‰f ] show, and we even find an implosive-initial
cluster [Bs] next to [sB], suggesting that sonority is not the relevant factor here.
Implosives may well be sonorants, but Tsou doesn’t seem to provide evidence for
this position.
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languages differ with respect to the duration of glottalisation or aspiration.
Aspirated and ejective alveolar stops in Apache, for instance, have a VOT
of 58 and 46 ms respectively, and in Navajo 130 and 108 msec (Cho &
Ladefoged 1999: 219ff). Wemight represent the Apache cases as [tH t˙] and
the Navjao cases as [th t?]. But although languages vary to a large degree
in the phonetic length of aspiration and glottalisation, no language makes
contrastive use of it, i.e. no language contrasts /CH/ and /Ch/ or /C˙/ and
/C?/ under this interpretation.
The second way to distinguish /CH C?/ and /Ch C?/ involves phoneti-

cally aspirated and glottalised sounds vs. sequences of independent con-
sonants and laryngeals. A few languages seem to contrast singletons and
clusters in this way, e.g. the Salish languages Secwepemctsı́n (‘Shuswap’;
Kuipers 1974) and St’at’imcets (‘Lillooet’ ; van Eijk 1997). But a lot hin-
ges in these languages upon the syllable structure one assigns such words.
As we will see below, there is a great deal of evidence that such contrasts
involve tautosyllabic vs. heterosyllabic clusters. If single-segment CH and
C˙ are tautosyllabic, while multi-segment Ch and C? are heterosyllabic,
the difference between laryngealised segment and laryngeal segment re-
duces again to prosody. Such cases are in line with our proposals as long as
the contrast is acrossmargins and not within them, as seems to be the case.
In sum, no language seems to have both Ch clusters and aspirated CH

segments or both C? clusters and glottalised C8 segments within an onset,
nucleus or coda. And if no language has both, no language contrasts the
two a fortiori. Linguists may imagine a difference, deciding to treat glot-
talisation as subsegmental [p8] in one language and as segmental [p?] in
another. But if they contrast in no language, the distinction is probably
specious.
The generalisation holds true for supralaryngeally empty and complex

constituents as well : no language contrasts [Ha] vs. [ha] or [8a] vs. [?a]; and
no language contrasts [plH] and [plh], or [pl˙] and [pl?] either. But this
means that having supralaryngeal articulation(s) or not is actually irrel-
evant to the argument: no matter what the supralaryngeal material is,
laryngeal features and laryngeal segments never contrast in any language.
Such distinctions seem to be purely orthographic differences allowed by
phonetic transcription, but not by the grammar of natural languages.
Notice finally that [h] and [?] do not violate (2a) and (b) any more than

they violate (2c). No languages combines [spread] and [constricted] within
margins or nuclei by using laryngeal segments *[ph? p˙h h? ?h], and no
language contrastively orders laryngeal and supralaryngeal specifications
in this way, e.g. *[th] vs. [ht].17 Klamath, as we have seen, has a ternary
laryngeal contrast for stops [t tH t˙] and sonorants [n N ·], but no onsets like
*[p˙tH pHt˙] nor contrasts between [pHt] and [ptH], for example. In addition,
the language has both [h] and [?], but these do not combine with anything

17 Huautla Mazatec (Pike & Pike 1947, Steriade 1994) and Tsou (Wright 1996) are
potential countexamples to this claim, but see Golston & Kehrein (1998) and
Kehrein (2002), respectively, for reanalyses.
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else in an onset or coda: there is no contrast between [tH] and [th], or
between [t˙] and [t?], and there are no clusters like *[tH? t˙h h? ?h].

5 Problem languages

Before closing our discussion of existing and non-existing laryngeal con-
trasts in margins and nuclei we would like to comment on a small set of
languages which seem to violate our proposals systematically. Here we
discuss Mon-Khmer, Berber, Salish and Georgian, and show that upon
closer inspection none of them provides a clear counterexample to our
claims in (1) and (2), though some come very close.

Many Mon-Khmer, Berber and Salish languages possess extremely
unusual consonant clusters as, for instance, initials in Khasi [bt, dkH]
(Schmidt 1904, Rabel 1961, Henderson 1976a, b), Semai
[gpgh, tYttY?, kdkrld] (Diffloth 1976a, b), Kammu [tshkb] (Svantesson
1983), Moses-Columbia Salish [xt=, t=˙x2, k˙tY] (Czaykowska-Higgins &
Willett 1997), Lillooet [q˙?] (van Eijk 1997) or obstruent-only words such
as Tashlhiyt Berber [tftktst:] (Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985, 1988, 2002), Bella
Coola [q˙pstt�, tY˙ktsk2tY˙] (Newman 1947, Nater 1984) and Oowekyala
Wakashan [t˙xt˙k2˙s, tHpHx2pHst, kHtsh] (Lincoln & Rath 1980, Howe 2000).

While much early work on these languages assumed fairly unrestricted
types of consonant clusters, more recent research in these languages has
shown that what appear at first to be tautosyllabic clusters are actually
heterosyllabic. The literature is too extensive to cover in a paper of this
size, so we will just refer the reader to some of the more important con-
tributions. For Mon Khmer languages, see Lamontagne (1993), Shaw
(1993). For various dialects of Berber, see Applegate (1958), Bell (1978),
Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985, 1988, 2002). For various Salishan languages, see
Hoard (1978), Broselow & McCarthy (1983), Bagemihl (1991), Galloway
(1993), Flemming et al. (1994), Czaykowska-Higgins & Willett (1997),
Bates & Carlson (1992, 1998). For Northern Wakashan, see Howe (2000).
Much of this literature will be familiar to linguists already, so we will try
and just summarise it here.

There is a great deal of evidence that the long clusters in these languages
are actually heterosyllabic and that the syllables involved are quite simple:
CV, CVVC, CRVC and the like. Thus Temiar /kdkrdl:d/ ‘curly hair’ is
syllabified for phonological and morphological reasons as [kEd.k+rEd.l:d],
with fairly simple syllables and no tautosyllabic clusters (Shaw 1993).
Berber /tzdmt/ ‘gather wood (2SG)’ looks very complex laryngeally, but
morphological and poetic evidence shows that it is [t3.d�t], with simple
margins and simple nuclei throughout (Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985, 1988,
2002). While [tz] would make a difficult piece of data for our proposals,
[t3] is does not, as it only shows that onsets and nuclei need not share
laryngeal specifications. Newman’s (1947) and Bagemihl’s (1991) account
of Bella Coola [tY˙ktsk2tY˙] ‘he arrived’ as containing no syllables are of
course fraught with consequences, but they disappear with more recent
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analyses which strongly indicate that Salish languages, like Berber, have
syllabic obstruents yielding syllabifications like those already proposed by
Hoard (1978): [‹Y˙.u.ts] .u2.‹Y˙] (see Kehrein 2002 for a summary). As the
syllabic analyses for these languages simplify, the tautosyllabic laryngeal
clusters disappear, taking with them the major source of counterexamples
to our proposals.
Georgian is well known for its extremely complex clusters, e.g.

/gvprtYkvnis/ ‘he is peeling us’ (Catford 1977, Aronson 1997), some of
which are problematic with respect to our claims about laryngeals. Since
sonorants often intervene between obstruents in violation of standard
sonority principles, the overall pattern is reminiscent of Berber and the
Salish languages discussed above; and in fact, Georgian clusters have been
analysed as containing headless syllables (Nepveu 1994), empty nuclei
(Toft 1999) and syllabic sonorants (Butskhrikidze 2002; see Butskhrikidze
2002 for a summary). Most researchers, however, treat word-initial clus-
ters as single onsets, and this seems to be consistent with native speakers’
intuitions and poetic metre (Michael Job, personal communication), so we
will attempt an analysis of Georgian that takes these complex onsets by
their laryngeal horns.
Obstruent clusters are traditionally divided into recessive clusters,

where front places of articulation precede back (ptk), and accessive clus-
ters, where back places precede front (ktp).18 Recessive clusters are either
plain, aspirated or glottalised throughout, in line with our proposals here,
and need not concern us further. Accessive clusters show similar patterns,
but the aspiration and glottalisation peter out before the end of the cluster
in some combinations [tHp q˙t]. Chitoran (1999) and Chitoran et al. (2002)
show that these laryngeal gestures fall short, due to the longer inherent
duration of the accessive clusters in which they occur. None of this is
contrastive, and it is possible to maintain that ‘ in Georgian a consonant
cluster licenses at most a single laryngeal gesture’ (Chitoran et al. 2002:
443), bringing the contrastive possibilities of modern Georgian clusters in
line with the claims of the present paper.19

6 Implications

Languages do not allow both aspiration and glottalisation within a margin
(pH˙ pHt˙) or nucleus (=A« =I) ; they do not order laryngeal and supralaryngeal

18 Following Chitoran (1998, 1999) and Chitoran et al. (2002), we assume that
Georgian contrasts plain, aspirated and ejective stops (cf. Vogt 1958: 49), rather
than plain, voiced and ejective stops. Voiceless stops are aspirated in all positions
(Robins & Waterson 1952: 62–64), and the ‘weakly voiced’ obstruents (Aronson
1991, 1997) are voiceless in most contexts; intervocalic voicing does occur, but for
all three laryngeal series (Robins & Waterson 1952: 66).

19 See Aronson (1997), Butskhrikidze & van der Weijer (2000) and Kehrein (2002) for
laryngeal issues with morphologically complex words; see Kehrein (2002) for some
problematic diachronic data from Vogt (1958). These issues are not insuperable for
our proposals, but fall beyond the scope of the present paper.
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features distinctively within a margin (pH vs. Hp, pHt vs. ptH) or nucleus (=a«
vs. a=« , =i vs. aR) ; and they do not distinguish between laryngeal clusters
(ph p?) and laryngealised sounds (pH p˙). Moreover, the laryngeal contrasts
available in complexmargins and nuclei are the same in a given language as
those available in simple margins and nuclei.

Importantly, these findings cannot be reduced to purely physiological
factors or to a constraint banning laryngeals on adjacent segments, because
laryngeal contrasts across margins and nuclei are not restricted in parallel
ways: while onsets like [pHt˙] seem to be universally disallowed, the same
types of clusters are well formed in a number of languages when hetero-
syllabic: [pH.t˙]. Nor can we ascribe the lack of pre- vs. post-contrasts
(pH~Hp) to phonetic abilities, because both possibilities are attested, even
within a single language.

This strongly suggests that onsets, nuclei and codas are phonologically
limited to at most one set of laryngeal features, and that these laryngeal
features are unordered with respect to the supralaryngeal material within
the same domain. We have opted for a representational solution here, in
which laryngeal features are licensed directly by subsyllabic constituents.
Prosodic licensing accounts for the generalisations in (2) in a single stroke,
and allows for laryngeal contrasts across syllables that are not found
within syllables, as the data seem to require.

This is not the way of standard theory, however, which posits one set of
laryngeal features per segment. We have tried to show that standard ac-
counts seriously overgenerate the kinds of contrasts one actually finds in
natural languages. An anonymous reviewer suggests that an OCP restric-
tion (Leben 1973) against multiple laryngeal nodes within margins and
nuclei might do the trick, but this is not the case. Such a restriction would
predict (2a), banning [Hp˙], [h?] and [pHt˙], for example, but would leave
(2b, c) unaccounted for. Banning adjacent laryngeal nodes within a margin
or onset fails to address why no contrast is found for pairs like [hp~ph],
[pHt~ptH], [Ai~aI] and so on (2b), where the hypothetical contrast arises
from associating a single laryngeal node to different segments in a margin
or nucleus, not from having more than one laryngeal node in a margin or
nucleus. Nor can it explain why we don’t find contrasts like [pH~ph] or
[ptH~pth], etc., where the hypothetical contrast comes from whether the
laryngeal node belongs to a supralaryngeally articulated segment [ptH] or
forms a segment on its own [pth].

Gestural accounts of licensing (Browman & Goldstein 1986, 1989,
1992) fail in the same way, insofar as they do without prosodic licensing.
Nothing in these models prohibits a contrast between tautosyllabic pre-
and postaspiration (pH~Hp) or between tautosyllabic pre- and post-
glottalisation (p8~8p). And a purely gestural account fails to differentiate
tautosyllabic restrictions on laryngeal clusters from heterosyllabic re-
strictions, which are looser in many languages, as we have seen. This
difference between tauto- and heterosyllabic laryngeal possibilities is
equally problematic for cue-based accounts of laryngeal contrast which
reject prosodic licensing of phonological contrasts (e.g. Steriade 1997);
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such approaches cannot distinguish illicit tautosyllabic [pHt˙] from per-
missible heterosyllabic [pH.t˙] in languages like Klamath, Western
Popoloca, Yowlumne, Kashaya and Wikchamni. Cue-based and gestural
models seem to fail by overestimating the laryngeal possibilities of tauto-
syllabic clusters, which are a proper subset of the laryngeal possibilities of
heterosyllabic clusters.
Anderson (1978), Traill (1985), Iverson & Salmons (1995), Pulleyblank

(1997) and others have proposed that clusters in many languages license a
single set of laryngeal features. Again, though, these proposals fail to dis-
tinguish tauto- from heterosyllabic clusters, no matter if the restriction is
formulated in representational terms (as autosegmental spreading) or as a
constraint (AGREELAR).
Lombardi (1991, 1995a, b, 1999) defends a prosodic model that limits

laryngeals to positions that are followed by a tautosyllabic sonorant. This
‘ laryngeal constraint’ is violable, and as such not intended to derive any of
the universal restrictions we have discussed here. But it also fails on a
number of more specific observations: for instance, Klamath has plain,
aspirated and glottalised obstruents and sonorants; laryngeal contrasts are
obviously licensed before a tautosyllabic sonorant ([k˙ma, kHma]), and we
thus incorrectly expect the sonorant itself to possess contrastive laryngeal
specifications, e.g. *[k˙Ma, kH�a]. We would also expect to find languages
that allow laryngealised nuclei before syllable-final sonorants, [An],
though not in open syllables, *[A], or syllables closed by an obstruent,
*[At]. We are not aware of such a language.
We hasten to add that our proposal is not incompatible with other

areas of laryngeal phonology, such as neutralisation and assimilation. On
the contrary, prosodic licensing of laryngeals gives a straightforward ex-
planation for the observation that neutralisation affects margins (most
notably codas) as a whole, rather than segment by segment, and that
assimilation unites two constituents (coda+onset) rather than just adjac-
ent sounds. Thus, some languages license laryngeal features in coda
position (e.g. Serbo-Croatian mla[d] ‘young’, gro[zd] ‘bunch of grapes’),
and many others don’t (e.g. Russian sa[t] ‘garden-NOM SG’, vi[sk] ‘squeal-
NOM SG’). But we do not find languages that neutralise laryngeal features
on a segmental basis (*i[zp], *i[sb]). Likewise, codas and following onsets
share laryngeal features in many languages, no matter the number of
segments, e.g. Polish wie [ZdRb]a ‘prophecy’. Assuming that laryngeal
constraints operate at the levels of onset, nucleus and coda (e.g.
NOLARCODA, AGREELARMARGIN), but not individual segments, these
facts fall out naturally. It also explains why laryngeal contrasts within
onsets, nuclei and codas differ fundamentally from those across these
constituents: for the former, the restriction to one set of laryngeal con-
trasts is universally respected and thus, we suspect, a fundamental matter
of phonological representation. Codas and following onsets quite often
share laryngeal features, but they do not do so necessarily. They are thus
best treated in the grammar (either by spreading or as a constraint oper-
ating on subsyllabic constituents).
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Whatever model of grammar one adopts, we hope to have shown that
none of them can give a complete story to laryngeal licensing without the
generalisations in (2) and some mechanism to capture them along the lines
of (1).
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